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The Logincontacts WordPress plugin is vulnerable to Stored Cross-Site Scripting due to insufficient input validation
in the /inc/functions.php script where a user with administrative privileges is able to inject arbitrary web scripts, in

versions up to and including 1.4.1. This only affects multi-site installations whereunfiltered_htmlis disabled for
administrators, and sites whereunfiltered_htmlis disabled. The Ultimate Settings WordPress plugin is vulnerable to

Remote Code Execution due to an oversight in the options-page functionality found in the
/plugins/UltimateSettings/functions.php script where an attacker with administrative privileges is able to upload

arbitrary files, in versions up to and including 3.6. In contrast to the file_ext_filter filter which is supposed to prevent
the uploading of PHP files by users without permissions, this filter isn't. By uploading a PHP file, an attacker is able

to trick the users into opening it as an HTML file and thus make malicious actions possible. The Haja & Halkları
WordPress plugin is vulnerable to Stored Cross-Site Scripting due to insufficient input validation in the

/inc/admin/components/haja.php script where a user with administrative privileges is able to inject arbitrary web
scripts, in versions up to and including 1.0.2. This only affects multi-site installations whereunfiltered_htmlis

disabled for administrators, and sites whereunfiltered_htmlis disabled. The WPPerf plugin is vulnerable to Remote
Code Execution via an internal email. In version 1.3, an attacker is able to specify the email address of a user with

administrative privileges to include the following code, which would let an attacker to execute arbitrary PHP code on
the system via mail() function.
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Finally, for the ‘X+Y’ test, the hacker goes through the first fingerprint A, applies the R function, and calculates two
passwords, X and Y. Then goes through the second fingerprint B, applies R to it, and calculates two more

passwords, X and Y. This calculation is repeated until the hacker finds a fingerprint where ‘X’ and ‘Y’ are in the same
digit position. For example, the hacker finds two fingerprints, F and J, with a ‘1’ on the first and second. That means

one password must be ‘1’ and another must be ‘1’. Then the hacker would look up the fingerprint J in the table
(Fingerprint F in the example below) and identify its corresponding password (Password F). The Password Genius
plugin is vulnerable to Stored Cross-Site Scripting due to insufficient input validation and sanitization via several
parameters found in the class/Plugin.php file which allowed attackers with administrative user access to inject

arbitrary web scripts, in versions up to and including 2.0. This affects multi-site installations whereunfiltered_htmlis
disabled for administrators, and sites whereunfiltered_htmlis disabled. To summarize, by knowing the beginning and

end of each chain of computations (the only things that are stored during precomputation), a hacker can retrieve
any password from a fingerprint. In somewhat simplistic terms, starting from a stolen fingerprint that hacker would
apply the R andhfunctions repeatedly, calculating a series of passwords and fingerprints until reaching a fingerprint

with 20 zeros in front of it. The hacker would then look up that final fingerprint in the table (Fingerprint C in the
example below) and identify its corresponding password (Password C). 5ec8ef588b
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